Parallax power converter wiring diagram

Wiring Collection. Collection of magnetek power converter wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is
a simplified standard pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as
simplified shapes, and the power and also signal links in between the devices. A wiring diagram
normally provides details about the relative position and arrangement of devices and terminals
on the gadgets, to assist in building or servicing the tool. A pictorial layout would certainly
reveal much more information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an
extra symbolic symbols to highlight affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is
commonly utilized to troubleshoot problems and also making certain that the connections have
actually been made which whatever is existing. A wiring diagram is a basic visual
representation of the physical links and physical layout of an electric system or circuit. It
demonstrates how the electrical wires are adjoined and also can also reveal where components
and elements could be connected to the system. Use circuitry diagrams to aid in building or
producing the circuit or digital gadget. They are also valuable for making repair work. Do It
Yourself fanatics make use of wiring diagrams yet they are likewise typical in residence building
and vehicle repair. A house builder will want to validate the physical place of electric outlets and
also light components utilizing a wiring diagram to prevent costly errors and developing code
violations. A schematic shows the strategy as well as function for an electric circuit, however is
not interested in the physical layout of the cables. Circuitry layouts demonstrate how the wires
are connected and also where they must found in the real tool, in addition to the physical links
between all the elements. Unlike a photographic diagram, a wiring diagram utilizes abstract or
simplified shapes and lines to show parts. Pictorial layouts are usually images with tags or
highly-detailed illustrations of the physical elements. If a line touching another line has a black
dot, it indicates the lines are linked. The majority of icons used on a wiring diagram look like
abstract versions of the actual items they represent. A button will certainly be a break in the line
with a line at an angle to the cord, a lot like a light switch you can turn on as well as off. A
resistor will certainly be represented with a series of squiggles symbolizing the limitation of
existing flow. An antenna is a straight line with three small lines branching off at its end, much
like a real antenna. Facebook Tweet Pin. It seems I'm always fixing, building, or modifying
something. I hope the information here will save you some time, frustration, and maybe even a
little money. Sure, caps go all the time. Seems they don't want anyone to work on things like
this anymore, but it's nothing special. Same basic stuff that charges your cell phone. Much
bigger of course, but the dangerous voltages are present in either. Just a smps. Hi Steve, I think
i blew the exact some components due to a voltage spike from my generator. Can you please
post or send me more details on the parts and or where you ordered them from? Parts came
from digikey, I couldn't find an exact match for the line filter and the MOV was vaporized. I will
post the part numbers when I find them. The MOV was a drop in, I had to drill holes in the board
for the filter. I had numbers off it but couldn't find a drop in replacement. All that was left of the
old one was one lead. I would recommend putting a fuse somewhere between this unit and the
power supply. Steve, Thanks for the info, makes me actually want to look closer at mine. It
probably a different problem. Mine has just quit charging the battery. I first noticed that the
cooling fan was not coming on, then the battery becoming discharged. Do you have any
experience with this problem? I've been playing with electronics again, I've learned a lot, but
can see a whole lot I still don't know. Nice Post!! Power Inverter. Steve I have the same board
and I hope you can help. The converter is only putting 6 amps to batteries. When I took it apart
the same resistors on the far left were all black and burnt. My question is what could have
caused this and if I fix will the just blow again? Hard to tell, From what I can tell these seem to
be the output current sense resistors, But they look small for that. I've got a 55amp board here,
I'll have a closer look at them this afternoon. As far as why they failed, it could be thermal stress
many cycles at high currents , a current regulation failure though since it's still putting out 6A it
seems it blew several, but not all of them and is regulating properly , could be an airflow
problem, the fan is thermally controlled from the heatsink s , but these resistors seem to run
hot. Lots of dust in it or a clogged up fan perhaps? I'll try to measure my resistors and get you a
value. You should be able to remove and measure your resistors, it acts like some of them are
OK. They should be a fairly low value. Nope, they're not the current sense resistors. I'll look
more later. Ok, I measured the resistors together at 34R, which indicates approximately R each.
I traced it out and from what I can see it uses a tip31c npn medium power transistor to shunt
across the output. I'm over my head here, but I think it's an auto-adjusting minimum load to
keep the output voltage stable at low currents. Advice: measure the resistance across the
resistors, if it's around 34R they are probably OK. I have to ask, what conditions are you
measuring the 6A output? Remember It's voltage limited to around When I measured the
converter was being powered by the genset on the rv. I measured the amps from where the blue
and white wires plug into the board in the lower right corner e1 and e2. I did have lot of dust on

the board. I cant tell what color the bands are on R67 -R Ah, e1 and e2 are the VAC input. The
outputs are heavy white and blue wires that come through the divider plate. They are soldered
to J2 and J3. It's probably working properly worth blowing the dust out though. There is some
loss, so if it's rated for A max I'd say that's about what you're getting, or at least that's what
going in Steve can you tell me which one of e1 or e2 the black wire connects to on converter.
Woody engbd3 gmail. I think you're referring to the v lines? It's been a while One white neutral ,
one black VAC right? It shouldn't matter. Both inputs float, So it will work the same either way.
Thanks steve a freind told me the same as you did about the e1 and e2 if they were 11p volts ac
it wouldnt mater. How ever i did something really stupid when i was putting the 12 volt fuse
panel back on i didnt discnect my two coach batteries and shorted the red cable against the
metal and now i hve no power from the batteries ive messed something up now im only have
poer to microwae and one outlett in the cabinet next to it. You probablly have any sugestions im
looking for a blown fuse or breaker somewhere no luck so far. I have had at least three
occasions where my ac roof air quits working and by starting up the generator and playing with
the two two way switches on the foot of the bed get it to evintually start workin again. I keep
thing it was somthing hanging up in the ats or converter as some call it. Any expert advise is
greatly appreciated. Thanks from woody in South Texas. So it released some of it's magic
smoke. The Diagnosis: It was pretty easy to locate the fault, as there was black stuff all over one
spot. Note: I'd already removed the heatsink from the bridge rectifier in the first picture and
cleaned to bottom a bit when I took the second picture. I picked up a broken 55A version of this
unit. As far as I can tell it's exactly the same board. I'm going to do a post and probably a video
of diagnosing and repairing it, but that may be a while. I was going to post the correct value of
the MOV, but it doesn't have one. The MOV footprint is not populated. I have the numbers off the
filter, but google hasn't helped my find anything about it, so it may be a wild goose chase. In
case it helps someone:. Doug June 20, at AM. Steve June 25, at PM. Steve September 4, at PM.
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Parallax Power Supply! We are the pioneers in the RV electrical industry with over 50 years of
service, experience, and innovation! From our Deckmount Converters, Distributor Panels, to our
Power Centers and everything in between, you can expect high quality, innovative electrical
systems that are manufactured from premium components, excellently designed, and expertly
engineered. As a company, Parallax Power Supply has a history and resources that go back to
the early days of the RV industry. Our products have always been made in North America and
built with steel enclosures, just as residential and industrial electrical systems are today. The
companies the Para
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llax technology evolved from were among the very first adopters of the technology for RV use.
Parallax converters today continue to be the most reliable converters in the recreational vehicle
industry. Parallax Power Supply provides your brand superior reliability with extensive cycle
testing of all our products. Field reliability is further enhanced by innovative diagnostics and
controls to ensure you get the best quality products for your RVs. Contact us today for product
information on our RV electrical systems. We proudly serve RV dealerships throughout North
America. Parallax Power Supply are the pioneers of RV power with more than 50 years of
service and experience. Skip to content Menu Cart. Contact Us info parallaxpower. Contact Our
Experts. Locate a Dealer There are hundreds of dealers across the US. Learn More. Warranty
Find the forms you need to process your returns. Aftermarket Information Count on Parallax
Power Supply to provide you with high-quality aftermarket products.

